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Mermaids have long been the luscious messengers between the world of the Ocean and the world

of Humans. Loving, adventurous, kind, and daring, Mermaids can teach you ways to heal your past,

love yourself more deeply, live authentically, embrace your creativity, and find your life purpose.

When you connect with your Mermaids, you tap into the vast reservoir of the Feminine Divine, which

in turn enhances your ability to draw love into your life, raise your self-esteem, create sensual bliss,

and glow with health and attractive vitality. Overflowing with Mermaid magic, legends and lore, the

168-page guidebook features in-depth messages and clear, accurate card spreads to help you to

find answers for yourself, your loved ones, or your clients. Features 45 illustrations by renowned

fantasy artist Selina Fenech.
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Lucy Cavendish created Witchcraft magazine in 1992, the first magazine of its kind in the world. She

is a feature writer for Spellcraft Magazine, Spheres, and has appeared in anthologies like

DisinformationÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Pop Goes The Witch! She appears regularly on mainstream and

alternative television and radio, explaining the Craft and demonstrating magicks and the power of

intuition. She is a founding member of the Goddess Association in Australia. Lucy Cavendish lives

in Sydney, Australia, with her pixie-like daughter, and their menagerie of plants, animal companions,

spirit beings and beloved elementals.Blue Angel is a boutique independent publishing house with a

strong following of fans around the globe. Founded as a specialist bookstore and art gallery in 1997,

in 2001 Blue Angel evolved into a publishing company with its first oracle decks, books, and CDs.~



I bought these on a whim, and they're one of my favorite decks. I use them regularly alongside

Cavendish's The Oracle Tarot: Your Magical Guide to a Better Future. I'm extremely pleased with

this deck. I enjoy these more than my power animal guide deck by a different artist.I can't directly

attribute this to the divination tools because Spirit and energy plays a huge role, too. I compliment

the divination tools with my own ceremony that I created in order to help me open up to input from

beyond the veil.When I do my spreads, I do a ceremony of my own design. First, I thoroughly clean

my home and body in order I prepare myself and my apartment to become a sacred space. I do this

by smudging my apartment with Palo Santo wood and White Sage. I seal the doors & windows of

my home with sea salt, sealing out negativity. After, I invite Spirit into my home by burning Sweet

Grass, Frankincense, and Myrrh. I also power up my White Selenite and Himalyan Salt lamps.

Furthermore, I light appropriate Reiki candles and burn incense sticks. I even include playing on low

volume high vibrational music, such as Tibetan chant, crystal bowl, or Julian Forest. Once the vibe

and frequency are firmly in place, I then verbalize to Spirit what I am about to do and ask for divine

guidance. I even tell Spirit how many times I will shuffle the deck before choosing the card off the

top of the deck. I shuffle with purpose and concentrate on the question or topic at hand.I hope this

helps you as much as it has helped me!

Beautiful imagery that I just can't get enough of. This deck is stunning and I couldn't be happier with

it. It is my new favorite oracle deck, hands down. The artwork/imagery is so lovely that I find myself

staring and studying them closely in total appreciation of their beauty. With that said, this deck does

contain some cards that have a different art style than the others. Some/most have the absolutely

gorgeous digital style art while some (less than than the digital imagery) have a painted artwork

style. For me this isn't a big issue but for some it may be slightly distracting to the flow in readings. I

did my "homework" on this deck before purchasing (watched video reviews/unboxings) but did not

think the differing artwork would hinder the beauty or readability. I'm SO glad I went with my gut and

made this wonderful deck mine. This time of year, mermaid energy calls to me quite strongly so I

wanted a deck that I could use each day to connect and work with them and this deck has proven a

perfect choice. It reads wonderfully with messages that are inspiring, healing, helpful, and

thought-provoking. My intuition kicks in well with this deck and while the accompanying book is

lovely and helpful, I find that my first intuitive "hit" is right on. I read the book message and take it

into consideration but it seems that this deck works best intuitively for me. The card stock and card

size are done well with the cards being near typical oracle deck size. This deck, for me, is a near

perfect package of readability, beauty, and quality.



I love these cards. First off the imagery and art is beautiful, magical and amazing. Each mermaid is

detailed and gorgeous. I could stare at them all day long. : ) The included guide book is informative

and fun. It's actually a nice little paperback book, not a tiny little, useless paper pamphlet like some

include. It tells about the magic of mermaids and the ocean. How we all can connect to the

mermaids and spirits and voice if the ocean. Very fun and refreshing! This deck gives a fun twist to

Oracle readings and mermaids. I am a big fan of mermaids and the ocean so this one spoke to me

when I saw it. The second I opened it I was in amazement of its beauty. Oh yeah, it comes

packaged in a very sturdy, perfect sized box that is not too big or small. This box is very hard and

study and will protect both the cards and book very well. It is a bit bigger than the cards though so

they slide around a bit when moved inside the box, but no big issue. The only complaints I have are

the size if the card, being a bit bigger, it is difficult for smaller hands. But this is usually typical of

Oracle cards I've noticed. Nice, sturdy cardstock that should not bend easy. They seem like they will

hold up well. Shuffling would be ok except they have a high gloss coating to them, which for some

reason makes them stick pretty bad when shuffling. I don't know if this is just an issue with my deck

or the size of my hands, but it is tricky to shuffle. Maybe as I use them more they will shuffle a bit

easier. The gloss look does make the cards more beautiful though, so I can overlook that. : ) If you

want a beautiful, Oracle deck and you love fantasy and or mermaids, I would highly recommend this

deck and book set.Also, every reading has really been great and explained a lot and helped answer

questions I have had. This is a great deck for thinking about what is going on in your life, etc.

Perfect for a quick morning addition to coffee or tea!
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